
                                                                        

FEEDBACK FROM OUR LEANERS 

My name is PANOM MAJOK learner from Rescue Wing Lab, Sudanese by Nationality living in 

Kenya, Kakuma refugee Camp. ICT Course is one of my dream career course which I see will help 

me to succeed in life, this program has improved my skill and I can rate myself 8/10 of the 

improvement. 

During the program I would like to say that my cooperation with teacher was closed and it helped me 

a lot to access solution to the difficulties I went through. I just want to take this gold opportunity to 

thank our donor Connection Ubuntu for helping us refugees girls to access computer class through 

Rescue Wing Lab and also I want to thank Facilitator for taking me through program. 

My recommendation to the donor and Rescue Wing Team, it will be more helpful if the Lab can add 

other computers and chairs so that other girls who are in need to gain the opportunity and I also need 

advance class. Thanks again  

 

                                                                               

NAME: SUSAN ISAAC 

COMPUTER LAB: RESCUE WING  

I pursue the training because it is so benefit to me, I want to gain knowledge and skill so that I can 

train other girls within my community. our school curriculum changes and I see in future we will start 

to use computers for the normal education. My requirement needed in order to make our learning so 

effective, the sponsor will need also to assist us with implementation of the other technology program 

on the ground so that we can be strong in ICT, I want to learn advance and job opportunity online. 

Before I was unable to type but now am doing better, sometimes I used to be busy with the home 

chores, my sister used to command me to help her in the hotel which interfere with my class but now I 

started to use computer to organise hotel purchase and clients name, she started to see the important of 

learning computer.  Thank you Rescue Wing and it donor for bringing the program to us, this program 

helps me a lot. 



                                                                       

My name is NASMA NABIL, student from Rescue Wing computer class, I like to know more about 

the programming of computer, the computer knowledge will benefit me in future.  Getting space to 

join the computer class within the community it was not easy but I thank God through the help of 

friend I came to know that Rescue Wing is among the best place for Girls to gain computer skill 

without any inconvenience. Before I join the class I did not know what to do because it was my first 

time to enter computer room, but I remember I started with Rapid Time after basic explanation of 

Keyboard and how to open and put off devices.  I have improved many things concerning computer, 

including printing document during work time, now I need extra time to go through what I learnt 

during the program. Today I want to send my thanks to everyone who is making this program run 

within our community, Especially Donor and teacher they went through a lot to organise this program 

to be implemented within the community. My recommendation is to encourage other girls to join this 

program so that it can help them in future, we really do not have any vision with life of kakuma 

refugee camp if we cannot focus such opportunity. 


